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Abstract

Nano-scale wireless communication faces unique challenges because of the low
hardware capabilities and the limited power supply of the nanonodes, also the
channel conditions are unreliable. Considering these conditions, this paper intro-
duces three new routing schemes for 3D nanonetworks. The proposed schemes
are based on multi-hop routing and o�er scalability. The addressing information
of the nodes is trilateration-based. In this paper we present routing schemes that
use low complexity calculations to match the restrictions of the nanonode cpu
and power supply. The simulations show low packet retransmission and packet
loss rate, resulting less network tra�c.

Introduction

� A nanonetwork consists of a lot of small wireless nodes with nano-scale
components.

� One of the biggest challenges is the power supply, but our approach is
focuced on packet routing and node addressing. So we assume a sustain-
able source based on energy harvesting.

� By studing 2D ad-hoc nanonetworks, and based on CORONA routing
scheme [20] we developed new routing algorithms for 3D nanonetworks
[21].

� CORONA uses a pair of two �special� nodes called �anchors� to com-
pute the routing path. The selection of more than two anchors on 2D
topology would mean that at least two anchors would have been placed
on diagonally-facing vertexes. This disallow the communication between
certain network areas. However in 3D routing algorithms we use three
anchors because the the 3rd dimenssion (height) has to be considered on
the routing path calculation. Also in 3D space the limitation of the two
anchors selection does not apply.
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� We decided to make some more experiments by selecting four anchors for
the same calculation, the outcome was a better routing algorithm because
of the more accurate computation of the routing path.

� The selection of more than four anchors would have more di�erent com-
binations, resulting to high computation complexity.

� We followed a virtual position tactic which led to a more generic algorithm.
So it's easy to be implemented at various topologies with di�erent layouts.

Related Work

Nanonetworking is a topic of research interest by two main �elds. The �rst ap-
proach is based on the biological or bio-inspired communication. For example,
a piece of information can be encoded on several biological molecules (eg RNA)
and diuse them to their enviroment, or mimic the operation of viruses by ex-
changing data upon collision [3, 22]. The second approach which is assumed in
the present work, relies on wireless electromagnetic (EM) communication [11].
Related researches have so far focused on the physical (PHY) layer and the
Medium Access Control (MAC) denition, with their main concern being energy
e�ciency.

Physical Layer

� The most promising approach for the electromagnetic communication is
the Teraherz Band (0.1-10.0 THz) [10].

� The proposed method to develop an antenna at nano-scale, while keeping
its operating frequency high is using a new material called graphene [3].

� 0.1-0.54 Thz window can minimize the molecular absorption and increase
the range of communication [5].

� Nanonode power supply can be based on energy scavenging by using piezo-
electric nanogenerators, achieving a maximum of 1 packet per 12.5 sec [11].

� Some studies consider ad hoc networks of identical nodes such as the Rate
Division Time Spread On-O Keying (RD TS-OOK) which is proposed
as a modulation scheme in nano-communication [12]. A logical �1� is
transmitted as a femtosecond-long pulse and a logical �0� is encoding as
silence.

Mac Layer

� Hierarchical networks, where more powerfull nodes (routers) control the
smaller nanonodes. Body area network (BAN) applications [18].

� Handshake based MAC protocol PHLAME [12].
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� ReceiverInitiated Harvesting-aware (RIH-MAC) assumes that only when
a node has proper energy level to be able to receive a data packet, it
notifyes the interested senders with a RTR signal [16].

� Clustering-based approaches assume that the nodes are clustered in groups
and they communicate through their more powerful cluster masters (con-
trollers).

Network Layer

The performance of wireless nanonetworks can be a�ected not only from the
routing method but also by the forwarding scheme. Recently the authors in
[24] reviewing that classic forwarding schemes do not take into consideration
the charachteristics of the THz communications which can have a bad impact
in the network performance, proposed a channel-aware forwarding scheme. The
overcome of the frequency selective feature of the THz band is achieved via
judicious selection of the next-hop node. The selection of the next hop considers
the balance between minimizing the frequency selective feature and the hop
count to reach the destination. The drawback is that by selecting the next-hop
node computational complexity is added to each node. In the present work we
assume a simple forwarding scheme transmitting the data to all nodes that are
inside the transmission range.

Networks-on-chip (NoCs)

Similarities also exist among the studied nanonetworks and ad hoc networks-
on-chip (NoCs) [1]. NoCs need to discover their topology and perform defect
mapping [6]. Looping paths among chips is another major concern, which can
be mitigated in various proposed ways, such as virtual channels [2] and spanning
trees [17]. An overview of the NoCs routing algorithms can be found in [17].
Nonetheless NoCs assume much more powerful nodes than nanonetworks, even
able to support a full protocol stack [19, 23]. Concluding NoC-oriented solutions
generally can not be implemented on nanonetworks.

Categories of ad hoc routing protocols

Generally ad hoc routing protocols can be divided in two main categories based
on their underlying architectural framework as follows in (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Categories of ad hoc routing protocols

The �rst main category is based on the speci�c topology of the network by
discovering and storing data about it. The position based routing protocols try
to calculate the routing path by determining the location of the nodes.

Source-initiated routing represents a class of routing protocols where the
route is created only when the source requests a route to a destination. The
route is created through a route discovery procedure which involves �ooding the
network with route request packets are �ooded to starting with the immediate
neighbors of the source. This discovery procedure by �ooding the network
require a lot of energy every time a sender wants to sent a packet, so it can't
satisfy our need for low power consumption on nanonetworks.

Table driven routing protocols always maintain up-to-date information of
routes from each node to every other node. Routing information is stored in the
routing table of each node and route update packets are propagated throughout
the network to keep the routing information as updated as possible. In this
case the need for information storing require a lot of memory which isn't a
nanonode's characteristic.

Location-aware routing schemes in ad hoc networks assume that the indi-
vidual nodes are aware of the locations of all the nodes within the network. The
best and easiest technique is the use of the Global Positioning System (GPS) to
determine exact coordinates of these nodes in any geographical location. This
location information is then utilized by the routing protocol to determine the
routes. The most common problem on location-aware routing schemes is looping
a packet between a set of nodes. This is resulting into a dead-lock a situation
where the packet can not continue its routing path. Also the calculation of the
exact location on nanonetworks require high accuracy computations and metric
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units, which adds high complexity. Ko and Vaidya present Location-aided rout-
ing (LAR) [14, 15] protocol which utilizes location information to minimize the
search space for route discovery towards the destination node. Basagni et al.
propose the DREAM [4] protocol which also uses the node location information
from GPS systems for communication. GPSR [13], by Karp and Kung, also
uses the location of the node to selectively forward the packets based on the
distance.

Virtual location based routing schemes are the most close approach to our
work on nanonetworks. This is because the computation of the routing path is
based on virtual coordinates which means less accuracy, but easy calculations
and low comlexity. The authors in [7] proposes a virtual coordinates based
routing (VCR) scheme. A location-free point-to-point routing scheme, called
virtual domain and coordinate routing (VDCR) is proposed in [9]. Another
virtual location based routing scheme can be found in [8].

Figure 2: Overview of the nanonetwork.

Nanonode Addressing

The studied nanonetwork topology assumes a set of nodes placed in a 3D rect-
angle (Fig. 2). The nanonodes in the 3D space can be placed with a certain
pattern or randomly, also the space can have a particular or a random number
of nodes. Nodes do not di�er from each other, there are only eight �special�
nodes called �anchors�,which are placed at the vertexes of the rectangle. These
anchors have a certain role in the node addressing phase. During the virtual
location initialization of the network we assign an address to each node, which
is it's 3D location calculated by each node distance (in hops) from the eight
anchors.

�
Location← (nhopsa, nhopsb, nhopsc, nhopsd, nhopse, nhopsf , nhopsg, nhopsh)

where nhops a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h is the node distance in hops from each anchor.
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�
In more detail the addressing phase starts with the �rst anchor (A1) broad-

casting a data packet with the following structure, a setup �ag set to 1 to show
the initialization phase, the anchor index set to 1 for A1 and the hop count set
also to 1. Then each recipient of the packet ckeck if the packet has been re-
ceived again by the same anchor and decides to keep it or drop it. If the packet
is reserved the hop count is memorized as the distance from the certain anchor,
then the hop count is incresed by +1, and the packet is brodcasted again by the
node. We allow a trivial timeout to ensure that the propagation is completed
and then the same procedure occures for the other anchors. At the end of this
phase each node has obtained its address as the hop distances from the eight
anchors. It is noted that the address of each node is not unique, this is because
an address refers to a certain area rather than one node.

Routing Schemes

In this section we describe each routing scheme.
Anchor_Pair_3 : Assuming a sender node P1 and a receiver P2, the sender

selects three indexes out of the eight anchors to serve as the coordinate system
(CS) for the packet delivery towards P2. To ensure that there is always a valid
path between the sender and receiver the three selected anchors must be on
the same side of the rectangle. Therefore there are 24 valid coordinate system
options (4 on each side of the space).

The optimal coordinate system is selected as follows:
cs← argmin{|nhops_sa−nhops_ra|+|nhops_sb−nhops_rb|+|nhops_sc−

nhops_rc|}
where nhops_s and nhops_r is the number of hops for the sender and re-

ceiver, and a,b,c is one of the 24 possible anchor triplets.
The info is stored in the header of the packet with the following structure:
setup �ag (1 bit) Packet id (8 bits) CS (3x3 bits)

P1 Address P2 Address DATA
where packet id is a random integer, and DATA is the usefull data that the

sender want to deliver.
At the reception of a packet, the node checks if a packet with the same id

has been already received and at this case decides to drop it. Else, it memorizes
the packet id to be able to avoid route loops, decides if its address is on the
right path to the destination based on the CS and retransmits the packet.

Anchor_Pair_4: This scheme has no limitation in the possible cases while
selecting four anchors indexes out of eight to serve as the coordinate system for
the packet delivery towards the receiver.

The optimal coordinate system is selected by calculating the value of:
|nhops_s = nhops_r|
where nhops_s and nhops_r is the number of hops for the sender and re-

ceiver.
We select the four smallest values out of eight, the selected values are rep-

resenting the anchors of the optimal coordinate system. By selecting a four
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anchor CS we reduce the mass of the routing path on the 3D space because
the condition that every node uses to decide if it has to retransmit considers an
additional anchor in comparison with Anchor_Pair_3.

The same structure applies for the header packet, only the size of the coor-
dinate system (CS) change to (4x3 bits).

setup �ag (1 bit) Packet id (8 bits) CS (4x3 bits)

P1 Address P2 Address DATA
Anchor_Pair_4+: In this scheme we also select the indexes of four anchors

out of eight to serve as the coordinate system. The three anchors of the optimal
coordinate system are selected with the same way as in Anchor_Pair_3, and
the fourth is the anchor that exists on the same side of the rectangle. Therefore
there are 6 valid coordinate system options (one on each side of the rectangle).

Simulations

For the evaluation, we assume a 3D topology where 7225 nodes are uniformly
distributed in a rectangle, with dimensions 750 x 500 x 500 mm or 25 x 17 x17
nodes.

With an interval time of 500 nsec we randomly select a sender and a receiver
among the nodes. The sender sends a single packet, which is transferred to the
receiver in a manner de�ned by each compared routing schemes. We repeat this
process for 1000 random pairs. The experiment parameters are summarized in
Table 1.

Parameter Value

Number of experiments 1000
Interval Transmition Time 500 ns
Number of nanonodes 7225
Topology Dimension 750 x 500 x 500 mm

Layout 3D Grid Rectangle
Routing Protocols FLOODING, AP3, AP4, AP4+

Table 1: Simulation Parameters

�
Flooding : this is the most naive routing scheme and it is included in this

work as an upper limit of performance. Each node retransmits every packet it
receives without any condition.

�
�
�
�

Performance Metrics

In this section we de�ne the performance metrics used at our experiments.
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�
Average Number of Retransmiters:
�
AverageRetransmiters = TotalRetransmiters/g
where g is the number of experiments.
�
Total Retransmitters: number of nodes that retransmitted at least a packet

on one experiment.
�
Average Number of Lost Packets:
�
AverageLostPackets = TotalLostPackets/g
where g is the number of experiments.
�
Total Lost Packets: the aggregate lost packets over all nodes and over all

exchanges

TotalLostPackets =
k=g∑
k=1

(
i=n∑
i=0

LostPacketsi)k

where LostPackets is the number of lost packets of the i nanonode, n is the
number of nanonodes and g is the number of experiments.

�
Average Number of Received Packets:
�
AverageReceivedPackets = TotalReceivedPackets/g
where g is the number of experiments.
�
Total Received Packets: the aggregate received packets over all nodes and

over all exchanges

TotalReceivedPackets =
k=g∑
k=1

(
i=n∑
i=0

ReceivedPacketsi)k

where ReceivedPackets is the number of received packets of the i nanonode,
n is the number of nanonodes and g is the number of experiments.

�
Average Transmission Time:
�
AverageTransmissionT ime = TotalTransmissionT ime/g
where g is the number of experiments.
�
Total Transmission Time:
�

TotalTransmissionT ime =
i=n∑
i=0

TransmissionT imei

where TransmissionTime is the amount of time from the beginning until the
end of a message transmission and n is the number of experiments.

�
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Results
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Figure 3: Average number of retransmitter
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Figure 4: Average Number of Lost Packets
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Figure 5: Average number of Received Packets
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Figure 6: Average Transmission Time

Comments on results

� Anchor Pair 4 achieves 50 % reduction on average number of retransmit-
ters in comparison with Anchor Pair 3 (Fig. 3).

� Anchor Pair 4 has a total improvement because less packet retransmissions
means less tra�c on the network leading to a faster transmition (Fig. 6).

� The limitation in selection of anchors in Anchor Pair 4+ concludes to a
indermediate solution between Anchor Pair 3 and Anchor Pair 4.
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� Anchor Pair 3 header packet is smaller than Anchor Pair 4 because of the
smaller CS (3x3 bits), so it can carry more usefull DATA, but the speed
of propagation is reduced.

Conclusion

This work introduced three new routing schemes for 3D nanonetworks. The ad-
dressing procedure in all three schemes is the same as in the work of CORONA
by computing each nodes distance in hops from a set of anchor points. The
routing algorithms di�er from each other because they choose a di�erent set of
anchor points while calculating the routing path. Anchor Pair 4 acheives better
performance than Anchor Pair 3 because of an additional anchor in the proc-
cess of �nding the routing path. Also the selection of the appropriate anchors
requires less calulations on Anchor Pair 4 than Anchor Pair 3 leading to less
computation complexity. Evaluation experiments showed reduced retransmis-
sions and low transmission time.

�
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